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Board Update

Barony Newsletter

Kirk Macrae

Just over seven weeks ago, following the last meeting of the Board of Directors, the unfortunate
decision was taken to temporarily close the Barony and our immediate exhibition programme. This
was vital to protect our staff, the community and vulnerable volunteers. Our amazing Business
Manager, Claire Edgar, has been working tirelessly and incredibly hard to maintain our underlying
Business strategy and exhibition forecast for the remainder of this year and into 2021. This is far
from easy in the current climate and making predictions based on daily updates from UK and
Scottish Government is complicated. We have been liaising directly with our Studios and supplying
crafters, as well as key groups involved in the exhibition programme. They have been kept fully
informed of the developing situation and our intentions to phase return to business as soon as safe
and practicable. Unsurprisingly we also had to take the critical decision to close the Barony Cafe
and furlough a number of staff. Despite this, we have continued to support them financially until
they have the security required from the Government Job Retention Scheme.
What impact will it have on West Kilbride as a craft town? Will it harm business during the
summer months?
West Kilbride is an incredibly resilient and determined community that has maintained a strong
ethos of connectivity during this crisis. Whilst we are not operating 'business as usual', far from it,
we continue to engage with local crafters and our small studio businesses to guide them through
these difficult times. One of our Directors, Ange Sewell of Weftblown, is a small business owner and
she has been actively supporting other studios and small businesses in thier applications for crisis
funding and grants. West Kilbride will remain a Craft Town, there is no doubt about that. Whilst
social isolation has many challenges, our community has had the opportunity to immerse in
creativity at home, which will benefit as we return to normality. Whilst we must remain optimistic and
positive, the reality is that Summer 2020 will not be what we may expect. The transition following
the crisis will be hard, business may be slow to build and some element of social distancing may
still be required to protect our community. That said, the Barony, as a Community anchor, will be
ready to support that transition in any way that we can.
How are the finances of the centre? Will it be okay following this?
West Kilbride Community Initiative Limited is fortunate to have a very proactive and innovative
Finance team in Lorna Meiklejohn and Steve Martin who have been working tirelessly to ensure our
survival during the crisis. Whilst we have lost significant revenue from the Café and Gallery Shop,
we have been able to sustain minimal expenditure whilst the Barony is in effective hibernation.
Managing risk has always been a key factor that the Board of Directors is aware of and sound
financial planning has allowed us to protect our Staff and projects during the crisis.
Have a lot of exhibitions been cancelled due to the closure? What was due to be on?
The impact in the past six weeks has been unfortunate and we have heen working on a plan to
salvage as much of the 2020 programme as possible. There have been inevitable postponements
and cancellations but with the fantastic support from all parties involved, it looks like we will have
something ready for when we can re-open in due course. We continue to engage through the Craft
Town Scotland social media pages and interest in projects such as 52 Stitched Stories, The Coig
and the Year of Coasts and Waters 2020 remains buoyant. A series of webinars, virtual mood
boards and sharing of online crafting resource has also been well recieved.
So, there is light at the end of the tunnel and I am confident that the strong community ethos that
we all share will help us in our recovery.
Keep safe and well.
Kirk Macrae
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Craft Town Scotland/The Barony Centre/Cafe/Studios Update
Claire Edgar
The last 6 weeks have been the most challenging we have faced, difficult decisions have been
taken by our valiant Board of Directors and Management Team, and in accordance with Scottish
Government Guidelines, we have sadly closed our wonderful Barony Centre/Cafe and Studios
temporarily to the public.
The year 2020 was to be a year full of creative energy and appreciation of our stunning Scottish
coasts and waters.
The time and effort put in to planning for such an amazing 'themed' year by Visit Scotland and the
Scottish Tourism Alliance has been immense, and the disappointment being felt across the
Tourism and Cultural Industries is hard to put in to words..
However we cannot let the current circumstances stop us from trying to plan ahead for the future
and over the last few weeks we have been trying to salvage what we can from 2020.
We have inevitably had to cancel the majority of our Exhibitions for 2020 and the impact this has
had upon our creative community has been profound. We have rescheduled many of the
Exhibitions for 2021 and have encouraged all of our exhibitors to continue their creating and
making ready for next year - all will not be lost!
Keeping in touch with our creative community has allowed for new ways to share their 'lock-down'
creations, new opportunities to display and sell their work, and has encouraged many groups to
work even more closely together to ensure that the very best is being made of these challenging
times.
From online 'Virtual Exhibitions' to Gallery slideshows, from daily cyber 'coffee mornings' to
inspirational and motivation blogs and Instagram stories, it is so encouraging to see/hear how our
makers, artists and crafters are surviving this storm. 2021 will be the new 2020 and we will
continue to celebrate everything Scottish and Coastal!
At the moment we have no firm time-frame with regards to re-opening the Barony Centre/Cafe/
Studios to the public but we are working on possible changes to our current business models that
may allow us to start operating again, whatever shape or form that may take, and we will keep you
updated accordingly.
I would also like to reassure our loyal customers and visitors that our fantastic team of Staff/
Volunteers/Studio Makers are being looked after and we are doing everything we can to support
them during this crisis - and we are very much looking forward to welcoming you all back to our
Craft Town as soon as it is deemed safe to do so.
In the meantime please keep safe and well!
Claire
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“Meet a Maker/Volunteer”
Hazel Stenhouse—Xenara Crafts

Hazel/Rona Slevin

Hazel with her grandsons and her
new puppy Maddi :)
As a Primary teacher I was always interested in arts and crafts, enjoying getting messy
with the kids. This developed when I retired and had more time.
As I loved earrings and hated meeting people wearing the same it seemed only natural to
make jewellery. Initially my daughter, Lindsay and I made component jewellery buying
beads and bits and pieces. Then I discovered friendly plastic and I used this for a while.
Now of course I am addicted to polymer clay.
I love learning new skills and often attend classes eg mosaic, dyeing, felting, embroidery
etc. If possible I combine these with my polymer.
Lindsay says that I have a Craft House not a Craft Room like most people, but as there is
just Maddi(puppy) and me I reckon that’s fine.

Some examples of Hazel’s Polymer Clay work and jewellery
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What’s your connection to the Barony?
I still remember the day Lindsay and I first visited Craft Town Scotland maybe 9/10years ago.
When we went into the initiative shop Maureen asked about my necklace( friendly plastic)
and suggested I sell them in the shop. This started my relationship with Craft Town as I felt if
my makes were going to be sold in the shop then I should volunteer.
Would you recommend volunteering to others?
Never did I dream that this volunteering would become such an important part of my life. I
have gained a great deal from this, friendships and computer skills to name but a few. It
matters a great deal to me that the Barony succeeds and I enjoy being part of that .

Some of Hazel’s work from
52 Stitched Stories Project
in 2019

https://www.facebook.com/xenaracrafts/

During Lockdown Hazel has been
experimenting with papermaking and
bookbinding.
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Artists/Makers creative activity during “Lockdown”
Fiona Doubleday - 52 Stitched Stories

52 Stitched Stories Project continues ...
The idea is that the piece is an inch square so working very small. You can make them quite
quickly by making a length and then cutting to size or make them slowly one square inch at a
time. In the photo I have attached them to wee gift cards.

https://fionadoubledayartist.wordpress.com/

Angus Corbett - Aye Glass

“Cosmic Beauty”

“New Beginnings”

“Galactic Festival”

Obviously many artisans, including myself, are affected by this shutdown of social gatherings.
I'm still trying to make my business work under the circumstances, but I have to admit it's going to
be a difficult time.
I will be still getting online orders, sending them out to you by post, and finishing off any
commitments to pieces on time. I'm sure we can get through this. If we work together in our own
communities, find ways to help those most affected and support each other I'm sure we will pull
through.
Angus
Email: angus@ayeglass.com
Business Tel: 07772739641

https://www.facebook.com/AyeGlasswork/
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Clive Sutton
As you can see I am working hard on new paintings and prints, probably the best time for me as
it's making me work harder than ever, starting new paintings and finishing older projects. Although
I enjoy my own company, I miss my students from my painting and monoprint classes which I
enjoy, not only the time teaching and seeing people develop but the great feel they give me but
also the fabulous atmosphere. Also heads up to Ben from my classes who has got a place at
Aberdeen Art School. So just need to say to all customers and students 'stay well and safe.
regards to all and see you soon..Clive Sutton Studio 30

http://www.clivesuttonart.co.uk/
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Frances Clark

Research from my lockdown walks along the North Shore. The colours,
patterns and textures will feed into my work.
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Frances Clark

Works in progress.

https://www.facebook.com/Frances-Clark-Sculpture
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Lynn Bowie

Lynn has been working from home
hand sewing minis. She was meant to
be exhibiting in the States soon but
sadly that’s not happening so she is
taking part in an online show instead.
Some pictures of the minis she has
been working on.

http://www.madaboutbears.com/
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Rona Slevin
On days off I am continuing to work in my studio
in the garden. I made small ceramic rainbow
postcards to send to family and friends to
brighten their day and let them know I was
thinking of them in these difficult and challenging
times.
I have also been experimenting and making new
planters and hand painted starfish.
Fingers crossed we can still have “Craft in the
Garden” at Portencross this year.

https://www.facebook.com/Rona-Slevin-Ceramics
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Photograph by Robin Parker - Sun, Sea & Sand - Set!
Taken on one of his daily exercise walks.

https://www.facebook.com/RestlessLens/

